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PSALM 19:1-4

The heavens declare the glory of  God;

And the firmament shows His handiwork.
2 Day unto day utters speech,

And night unto night reveals knowledge.
3 There is no speech nor language

Where their voice is not heard.
4 Their line has gone out through all the earth,

And their words to the end of  the world.
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The Heavens Declare the GLORY of God … Psalm 19  who is the GLORY of GOD –
Personified in the New Testament?  Jesus Christ, the Messiah Of Israel…
So, when we START the Circle … We start at Virgo … the Virgin who gives birth to a Son who 
is destined to Rule the Universe.
We end with LEO, the LION who Crushes the Head of the Serpent, while getting his Foot bit 
by the Serpent in the Process (see Genesis 3:15)
We will see Constellation after Constellation … in Battle with a Serpent or a Dragon … 

The HERO will kill the Serpent or Dragon, but in the Process, His Heal will be Bit or Hurt or 
Injured … again Genesis 3:15
The Heavens are fills with this imagery, passed down from Generation to Generation from 
Adam to us, today.  
Psalm 19 says it declares His GLORY – DECLARES means that it communicates.
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This is just speculation on some person’s part … but it does show some interesting things 
going on … 
… Woman Clothed with the Sun, Moon at her Feet … 12 Stars over her head …
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7 Head, 10 Horns, 7 Diadems (crowns) on each head … 
We’ll talk about this in later sermons
Suffice it to say, Like I’ve said before, it has everything to do with how Satan chooses to 
“rule” over the nations or empires.
His influence target is always from Top to Bottom … he targets the Top Leadership of 
Empires.
7 Specific Empires are targets and decoded in Chapter 17.  When we cover Chapter 13 
and 17 we’ll get to more of it then.
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The VIRGIN gives birth to the Son who will rule all nations and the universe.
That Son, the Seed of the Woman will CRUSH the Head of the Serpent … 
He is pictured as a LION (LEO) as the Last Sign Crushing the Head of the Serpent

Hydra (many headed beast/serpent/dragon), Serpens, and Draco or Draconis …  Three 
Version of the same Villain in the Story … 
The Serpent is trying to Steal the Crown that rightfully goes to the Son of the Virgin.
Ophiuchus stops him, but in the Process of stopping the Serpent, He is crushing the Head 
or Heart of Scorpius … 

and Scorpius is stinging Ophiuchus on his right heal
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Hydra (many headed beast/serpent/dragon), Serpens, and Draco or Draconis …  Three 
Version of the same Villain in the Story … 
The Serpent is trying to Steal the Crown that rightfully goes to the Son of the Virgin.
Ophiuchus stops him, but in the Process of stopping the Serpent, He is crushing the Head 
or Heart of Scorpius … 

and Scorpius is stinging Ophiuchus on his right heal
Again, Satan and Pagan people corrupted the original intent of God regarding the 
Mazzaroth
So, instead of Ophiuchus and Hercules, we should see the Messiah, the Son, the Seed of 
the Virgin, etc. 
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It was NOT some sort of Demon-Possessed Snake with Legs that could Talk in Genesis 3.  
It was SATAN himself.  That is what this says right here … also see Rev. 20:1-3.
The Dragon, is Satan, the Serpent is Satan … The Devil Is Satan … Satan is the Devil
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NOTE on Verse 10  No Longer is God going to put up with the Serpent’s Lies about 
God’s Children any longer …
God’s Children in the Great Tribulation are VICTORIOUS because the Blood of Lamb gave 
them Salvation (forgiveness, deliverance, etc.)

The Word of God and their Testimony of How God and His Grace Saved them (formerly 
sinners) … 
And they were willing to Die for their Faith (see Revelation 14:1-4; 12-13)

Who are the “rest of  her (Israel’s) offspring” that Satan will go after?

Answer:  The Fruit of  the 144,000 – of  all nations, tongues, tribes, and 

peoples.

They will be persecuted and killed for their refusal to submit to the AntiChrist

see Revelation 13, and Revelation 14:1-5, 12-13 (notice the connection with 

the 144,000 and 

those that will be killed in 
Rev. 14:12-13)
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NOTE: Verse 15 The WATER – may be A Flood of Armies to Attack Israel … in our 
understanding now … 

It would be Islamic Armies of the AntiChrist seeking to Wipe Israel off the MAP
see Psalm 83
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The BLOOD of the LAMB Cleanses, Forgives, Set’s the Captives FREE
Give ETERNAL LIFE … 
Their TESTIMONY is POWERFUL … because the Give all the Glory to Christ, the Messiah of 
Israel
They don’t care if they Die Proclaiming Christ and His Salvation Message to the LOST …
They are so in love with Christ, this life doesn’t even matter.
Is that how your Walk / Relationship is with Christ, today?
Are you Bold as a LION when it comes to Sharing the Gospel with those around you?
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You see, SATAN, hates this.  Sinners are Saved By Grace, through FAITH in the Finished Work 
of Christ (crucifixion, death, burial and resurrection) allows sinners to be Forgiven and Go 
to Heaven forever. To have eternal Life and be Children of God.  Islam Hates Biblical 
Christianity … thus it is ANTI-CHRIST (Instead of Christ and Against the FAITH of Christ or 
Faith in Christ)

OUR TRUST … OUR FAITH … OUR RELIANCE UPON CHRIST  IS OUR VICTORY  BECAUSE 
Jesus Christ is our Hero … we rely upon His Victory, His Power, His Triumphant Deliverance.

Is you Faith In Christ, rock solid, today?  Is He Your Everything, or is He just one of many 
things in your life?  Is He the Reason for your Life?
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